Doo-Dah (doo’ dah)
n. A nickname for Wichita, KS. Origins are unknown, but it likely references a laid-back, whimsical attitude felt by visitors.

The KLC staff invites you to consider visiting our completely and unapologetically biased opinions on the best places to experience while in Wichita. Ask us if you’d like more details and directions from KLC.

**Picasso’s Pizza**
“Picasso’s is different than anything I’ve ever had. Not only is it New York style pizza, but the flavors and the atmosphere of the place are a great combination.”
ASHLEY

**Watermark Books and Café**
“I love local book stores.”
ED

**Nifty Nut House**
“Takes you back to your childhood – any and every kind of snack/nut/candy that you could imagine right at your fingertips, free samples included!”
SHANNON

**Espresso To Go Go**
“A friendly, locally owned coffee shop within walking distance of KLC.”
CHRIS

**Pop-up Park**
“Within walking distance of KLC, this new Wichita location often features food trucks and live music.”
BRITTANY

**Old Mill Tasty Shop**
“The historic soda bar is a cool feature. Try the carrot cake.”
SHAUN

**Wasabi**
“Not your typical restaurant. Try the Tempura box.”
TYRENA

**Cocoa Dolce**
“A Wichita gem, Cocoa Dolce features all varieties of specialty chocolate. Try the gelato.”
AMY

**The Anchor**
“Fun bar / restaurant atmosphere with many beers on tap or in bottle.”
THANE

**Il Vicino**
“It has the best brick oven pizza in the state of Kansas. Try the Bianca.”
THOMAS

**Donut Whole**
“Ice Cream Sundae served on a donut...need I say more?”
AMANDA

**Larkspur**
“At Larkspur the atmosphere is easy, no pressure, and the food is great, with a Mediterranean flair.”
JULIA